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were stolen from the galleries of the British Museum, it was because an
open access reading-room existed on the ground floor. Considering
that the curios have been on exhibition since 1894, the year in which
open access was inaugurated, it is manifest that the thieves must have
taken a very long time to make up their minds to act-

It should be pointed out that paragraphs of the description alluded to
above are likely to do infinite barm to libraries all over the country by
suggesting to intending donors and others that such places as reading-
rooms, museums, art galleries, or other portions of a public institution
are, because of their freely accessible nature, a direct incentive to theft.
If Clerkenwell had been the only library which had public reading-rooms
open to all, wherein pictures and other art objects were displayed, the
reason of these paragraphs would be more manifest, but when every
library in the kingdom has such rooms and such exhibits it is clear that
other motives than a jealous fear for the treasures of donors and lenders
to libraries have animated the author of these statements. For the
credit of British librarianship we trust no librarian is concerned in this
disgraceful attempt to discredit the efforts of another library and to work
havoc among intending donors to public libraries, who are only too easily
deterred from assisting such institutions by reading and imperfectly
understanding the drift of such serious misrepresentations.

j©tecot>erg at tbe flewington public Xibmrg.
T H E Newington Public Library possesses the following extremely

rare and interesting works, which were recently discovered by the
Librarian (Mr. Richard W. Mould) among a number of worthless
books:—

1. " Incomenia uno libretto cSposto da una beata religiosa del corpo
de cristo Sore Caterina da bologna." ? Bologna, 1475 ( British Museum
Catalogue).

2. A Latin Testament of the first half of the Sixteenth Century. This
copy, unfortunately wanting the leaves preceding page 4, but otherwise
complete, appears to be of an exceedingly rare edition, as it is not found
to be represented in the British Museum nor the Bodleian Library. Ad-
ditional interest is given to it by a number of Latin inscriptions—
beautiful specimens of Elizabethan writing—which lead Mr. Mould to
conclude that it was used by Shakespeare's contemporary, William
Browne, author of " Britannia's Pastorals."

3n tbe Xibrarian's Office.
Thty sat tktnt down and far long whilt did stop,
And nothing talktd but shop ! shop I shop 1 shop t

" W H A T are your opinions on the examination scheme ? " said the One
with a Mission.

" I think the examination is a first-rate thing," said the Old Stager,
" and every library assistant ought to go in for i t I only wish I had had
the chance of qualifying myself in that way. I should have jumped at i t "

" And the profession would thereby have lost an ornament, said the
Flippant One, " for you'd certainly have landed in the ditch of failure."

"Well, I should have turned to book reviewing, or something else
which pays well, and doesn't require any brains to speak of. But if s a
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lamentable state of affairs when assistants won't come forward and take
advantage of the opportunities provided for their benefit. I suppose some
of them are too lazy, and the others don't care."

" It's nothing of the kind," said the Sub, with a certain amount of heat .
" You'd better be careful what you say," said the Flippant One.'

" There's an Assistants' Association you know."
" Really, if you come to that," said the One with a Mission, " I suppose

no normally constituted person yearns to be examined. Why should he,
unless he's obliged ? It seems to me the only two motives which can lead
people to be examined are necessity or advantage to be gained, and
vanity."

" In the future," said the Old Stager, oracularly, " the non-certificated
assistant won't have any chance whatever. Committees won't consider
applications from non-certificated men."

" In the meantime, they do—fortunately," said the Sub.
" Because they must, the certificated assistant being a four-leaved

shamrock at present," said the Old Stager, " but he won't be always."
" I beg leave to doubt that," said the One with a Mission. " But the

Sub, I see, is bursting with some observations, and I shouldn't like to tell
bis mother he was dead of apoplexy, so let him fire away."

" If s just this," said the Sub,tlI don't think the Council have shown
any due regard for the interests of assistants in their regulations. I don't
think they have any right whatever to permit outsiders to go in for the
examination. By outsiders I mean persons not engaged in library work.
As things are, we have the Association ready to turn out any number of
duly qualified—that is to say, certificated—librarians, who have never gone
through the mill, as competitors with those who have. This is a standing
injustice to the whole body of assistants, and I protest against it"

" But the remedy is in your own hands," said the Old Stager. " Let
the assistants become qualified. Then the men who are not merely quali-
fied by examination, but by practical experience as well, will have the pull
over those who are qualified by examination only."

" That's ail very well," said the Sub, "but the injustice remains."
" I must say I think there's a good deal in what the Sub says," observed

the One with a Mission. " Let the Sub work up the Assistants' Associa-
tion on the subject, if he thinks it worth while. A resolution of that body
would no doubt have weight with the Council."

" Then we have Mr. Ogle, in the Library Ytar Book," said the Sub,
" telling us of the time when every librarian must have a university degree.
Does anybody honestly believe that degreed men will make any better
librarians than men who are not degreed ? Is a degree even a proof of
general intelligence ? let alone of the possession of the qualities which go
to the making of a capable librarian."

" Come, come," said the Old Stager, " a degreed man can't very well
beafooL*

" Oh, yes, he can," said the Flippant One. " The number of men
who start their university career with a fair share of native intelligence,
but end it with it all educated out of them, is astonishingly large. There
is no fool like your educated fool."

" But whars your objection to the examination ?—that is, if you object
to it," said the Old Stager to the One with a Mission.

" Well," said the latter, " speaking of examinations in general, I have
no faith in them as tests of ability, except in special cases, and to a very
limited extent I know men who have taken degrees who entirely agree
with me. With regard to the examination of library assistants, I think
it is entirely unnecessary, and not calculated to advance library science."

" But other professions have their examinations," said the Old Stager.
" Why not that of a librarian ? You can't be a lawyer or a doctor with-
oot qualifying by examination."
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"The cases are not really similar," said the One with a Mission.
" Disregarding the obvious difference that a bad lawyer may hang a man,
and a bad doctor poison him, there is another equally important, though
not so obvious a difference between the professions of a lawyer and a
doctor, and that of a librarian. Both lawyers and doctors are agreed,
sufficiently agreed, upon the main principles respectively of law and
medicine, to have examining bodies which are adequately representative
of the state of the legal and medical sciences, theory and practice. But
this is very far from being the case amongst librarians. It may be some
day ; but at present it is not I doubt if there is a single principle of
library science upon which authorities are not at issue. Just now, in
particular, there is a general clash of views."

" Thafs very true," said the Flippant One. " Each librarian damns
every other librarian's system, which doesn't happen to be on all fours
with his, with singular impartiality."

" Under these circumstances," continued the One with a Mission, " I
submit'it is not the time to throw the mantle of the Association over any
particular school, and to manufacture disciples thereof. And that is what
the examination means."

" How do you make that out ? " said the Old Stager. "The examina-
tion isn't intended to perpetuate any school."

" It isn't intended to do so, I grant you," said the One with a Mission,
" but that's what it will do, if it 'catches on.' It can't help it Examina-
tions mean curriculums, and curriculums are cast-iron things. What is
requisite is that assistants should be well educated and intelligent before
they are ever received as assistants at all—principal assistants anyhow.
That's the crux of the whole matter, as pointed out in the January
" Library Economy" column. But so long as we cannot afford to pay
better salaries than we do now, we shall have to be content with the best
material we can get, unsatisfactory as that best may be. If the Associa-
tion could only contrive to get salaries raised all round—which means, of
course, increasing library incomes, either by an increased rate, or a govern-
ment grant, or in some other equally improbable way—more would be
done towards improving the ptrstmnel of the profession than by any
number of examination schemes."

" Hear I hear I" said the Sub. " My sentiments exactly."
"All our sentiments," said the Flippant One. " And as we are now

in touching and beautiful unanimity—which may never happen again—
I vote the discussion now dose."

Which was carried rum. COM.
THE SPOOK.

Xtbrarg Catalogues.
Wigan Public Library, Reference Department, Catalogue of

books, by H. T. Folkard, F.S.A., Librarian. Sections
H. and I. (Dictionary plan.)

As this catalogue is but partly completed, it is manifestly undesirable
for us to offer a final opinion upon its merits. That we reserve for a
future occasion. The only satisfactory test of accuracy is a comparison
of entries ; and after applying this test so far as is possible in the present
instance, we have no hesitation in describing the compilation as in most
respects very excellently constructed. We note that the catalogue is
furnished with a number of biographical particulars of authors attached
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